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Abstract
To supply the electrical population’s demand is necessary to have a good quality
power distribution systems. Electrical asset inspection, like electrical towers, dam
or power line is a high risk and expensive task. Nowadays it is done with traditional
methods like using a helicopter equipped with several sensors or with specialised
human labour.
In the last years, the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) exponential growth (most
common called drones) make them very accessible for different applications. They
are cheaper and easy to adapt. Adopting this technology will be in the future the
next step on electrical asset inspection. It will provide a better service (safer, faster
and cheaper), particularly in power line distribution.
This thesis brings forward an alternative to traditional methods using a UAV for
images processing during the insulator visual inspection.
The developed work implement real-time insulators visual detection using an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), You Only Look Once (YOLO) in this case, on
medium and high voltage power lines. YOLO was trained with different types and
sizes of insulators. Isn’t always possible to see what the UAV is recording so it has
a gimbal system which controls the camera orientation/position. It will centre the
insulator on the image and this way getting a better view of it. All the training and
tests were performed on board Jetson TX2.
Keywords: Deep learning, YOLO, power line inspection, UAV, gimbal control,
real-time, object detection
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Resumo
A inspec¸a˜o de ativos ele´tricos, sejam eles torres ele´tricas, barragens ou linhas
ele´tricas, e´ realizada com recurso a helico´pteros, equipados com sensores para o
efeito ou, de uma forma mais minuciosa, com o recurso a ma˜o-de-obra especializada.
Ambas as situac¸o˜es sa˜o trabalhos de risco elevado.
Nos u´ltimos anos temos assistido a um enorme crescimento de ve´ıculos ae´reos na˜o
tripulados, vulgarmente chamados de drones. Estes sistemas esta˜o bastante desen-
volvidos e sa˜o economicamente acess´ıveis, o que os torna perfeitos para variad´ıssimas
func¸o˜es. A inspec¸a˜o de linhas ele´tricas na˜o e´ excec¸a˜o.
Esta dissertac¸a˜o, pretende ser uma primeira abordagem a` utilizac¸a˜o de drones
para uma inspec¸a˜o auto´noma de linhas ele´tricas, nomeadamente no processamento
de imagem para inspec¸a˜o visual de isoladores.
O trabalho desenvolvido, consiste na implementac¸a˜o de um sistema que funciona
em tempo real para a detec¸a˜o visual de isoladores. A detec¸a˜o e´ feita com recurso a
uma rede neuronal, neste caso espec´ıfico a fico a You Only Look Once (YOLO), que
foi treinada com isoladores de diferentes tamanhos e materiais. Uma vez que nem
sempre e´ poss´ıvel acompanhar o que esta´ a ser filmado, o drone consta de um sistema
capaz de orientar a caˆmara, chamado gimbal, para centrar o isolador na imagem e
assim conseguir obter um melhor enquadramento do ativo a ser inspecionado. Todos
este desenvolvimentos e consequentes testes foram realizados com a utilizac¸a˜o de
processamento paralelo, que neste caso foi utilizada a placa Jetson TX2.
Palavras-chave: Rede neuronal, YOLO, inspec¸a˜o ele´trica, ve´ıculos ae´reos na˜o
tripulados, controlo de gimbal, aplicac¸a˜o em tempo real, detec¸a˜o de objetos
iii
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1
Introduction
1.1 Contextualisation
Due to the population growth, is necessary to create more and better infrastruc-
tures to supply all population’s demand. Every single infrastructures need to
be in good status to be operational, as is the case of power electrical systems.
With this sentence in mind, preventing electrical faults on power line systems is a
crucial task. Nowadays the power line inspection is done with helicopters [1] or with
humans climbing the towers, which is a very expensive and very dangerous method.
Every year, all around the world, there are helicopter crashes or accidents during
the inspection.
Robotic systems have increased their importance and performance in several and
various fields, since military to sea exploration passing through medicine. This work
aims to be an alternative to the traditional methods, avoiding human’s life risk with
a cheaper and faster solution using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for visual
inspection and data record on power line inspection.
1.2 Motivation
The Autonomous Systems Laboratory of Instituto Superior de Engenharia do
Porto (ISEP) has many works on robotics field, specifically in the field of marine
mission and aerial inspection. All this know-how creates a good environment to
1
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develop new methods and use cutting edge technologies for the most diversified
challenges.
1.2.1 Electrical asset inspection project - EDP Lablec
One project developed at laboratory in partnership with EDP Lablec, which is a
Portuguese electrical inspection company, consists in developing an UAV, Figure 1.1,
capable of recording images and data of electrical structures such as electrical tower,
dams or wind towers for inspection [2].
The UAV is equipped with visual and thermal cameras to analyse the power lines
looking for hot spots. In addition the UAV is equipped with an LiDAR, RTK-GPS
and Inertial Navigation System (INS). It can operate manually or in autonomous
mode.
This thesis aims to be a contribute adding a new feature to improve the visual
insulators inspection.
Figure 1.1: EDP Lablec’s done for electrical asset inspection.
1.2.2 Contests
The Autonomous Systems Laboratory also participates in contests using its own
developed technology. The most successful participation was on Eurathlon 2015,
in which won the Grand Challenge (Land + Air +Sea) plus the Sub-challenge (Land
+ Air): Survey the building and search for a missing worker and in Eurathlon
2017 won the Grand Challenge (Scenario 1: land, sea and air), plus Pipe inspection
and search for missing workers (Scenario 3: sea and air) and get the third place
on Survey the building and search for missing workers (Scenario 2: land and sea).
These victories prove the knowledge’s quality that exists in the laboratory.
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1.3 Goals
The purpose is to develop a system capable of automatically detect, in real-time,
insulators on the electric pole. The images are captured using a UAV with a camera
mounted on a gimbal system. This system has to be able to adjust the gimbal
orientation in order to centre the image on insulator in a way that a better view
during the visual inspection is obtained.
Insulators can be made of several types of materials, like porcelain or glass,
each one which have their own modes of light reflection making detection process
difficult. In some cases, their inspection involves image capturing combining visible,
infrared and ultraviolet range [3]. To avoid all these differences and perform a better
detection, it was trained an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with the purpose of
differentiating the object from the background. The ANN chosen was the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) 1 2 architecture, developed on Darknet framework, created by
Joseph Redmon.
The goals for this work are:
• Create the dataset with several images of insulators
• Train an ANN (this case YOLO) for insulator detection.
• Develop a method to centre the insulator on image, with the control of the
gimbal.
• Integrate the system on a drone
1.4 Thesis structure
On Chapter 2 it is discussed the State of Art of the technologies used and the
visual detection methods. Chapter 3 describes some Deep Learning concepts, ne-
cessary to understand how ANN works. Chapter 4 is about how the works were
implemented. The results are presented on Chapter 5. The conclusions and future
work are discussed on Chapter 6.
1Official documentation: https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
2TED Talk by Joseph Redmon: https://www.ted.com/talks/joseph_redmon_how_a_
computer_learns_to_recognize_objects_instantly
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2
State of Art
This chapter is a brief resume of works in the visual detection and power lines
inspection. For visual detection is approached features detection methods and the
use of ANN. Some CNN models are referred, not because they were used in this
work but because of their importance on the CNN field. There are already robots
developed for power lines inspection and some of them are also referred in this
chapter.
2.1 Non-Neural Network Methods
The first ways to do inspection and detection of components were with traditional
computer vision techniques (edge and corner detection, histogram analysis, image
segmentation, etc).
Poles detection were studied using image segmentation and simple techniques like
edge detection and corner detection ([4],[5]). In the same way, there are works on de-
tecting insulators based on edge-detector, image threshold and erosion filter ([6],[7]).
The weather conditions influence the detection and it is necessary to develop
methods to contour that. In [8], the method of histogram specification it is proposed
to eliminate the influence of fog using image stitching to get the whole tower and
with the help of Gestalt perceptual algorithm, the tower, insulator and transmission
lines are detected.
Instead of doing the inspection with a vehicle, it is possible to install multiple
5
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cameras on poles to picture the insulators periodically [9].
In [10] they not only detect the insulator but go further and also perform an
evaluation of the status of the insulator in each individual caps by using a descriptor
with elliptical spatial support. The work presented on [11] also detect individual caps
but uses texture features to create a lattice model and search for multiple insulators
jointly.
2.2 Neural Network Methods
P. Campy[12][13] presents an approach for aerial power line inspection for real-
time autonomous detection of electric towers. The strategy combines classic com-
puter vision, as Sobel filter, and machine learning using a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) neuronal network.
In [14] the insulators are localised in the image using a MLP neural network and
classified regarding its status.
Yue Liu and Jun Yong [15] also presented a method based on CNN for insu-
lator recognition. They used a 6 layer convolution network and remove the false
positives applying the Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) and line fitting methods.
The dataset was composed of 3000 images but because they were very similar they
applied some transformations (rotations and translations) on the images to get the
insulators in different angles, resulting in a dataset of 40000 images.
2.3 CNN models
Talking about CNN is talking about an important achievement in computer
vision. This section presents papers with an important role that helped to get a
step further on image detection/classification.
AlexNet [16]
Alex Krizhevsky, Ilya Sutskever, and Geoffrey Hinton created a “large, deep
convolutional neural network” that was used to win the 2012 ImageNet Large-Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). The network called AlexNet get a top 5
test error rate of 15.4% where the second place had 26.2% error rate. This mark
starts the beginning of the CNN uses for image detection/classification.
The network contains 8 layers (5 convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected lay-
ers) and applies the ReLU on all outputs. The first convolutional layer has 96 filters
(kernels) of size 11× 11× 3.
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The network was trained on ImageNet dataset and used augmentation techniques
(applied some transformations on images) like what was done by [15].
Region Based CNN: R-CNN [17], Fast R-CNN [18], Faster R-CNN [19]
The idea of R-CNN is to use region proposals instead of sliding windows to
find an object on the image. This change has improved the time detection of the
CNN. The process can be divided into two parts: the region proposal phase and
the classification phase. Selective Search looks for potential objects, generating
bounding boxes. Next, the CNN extracts the features and passes to the SVM for
region classification scores.
VGG Net [20]
The contribute of VGG was the simplicity and depth. The network is composed
of 19 layers using 3× 3 filters and 2× 2 max-pooling layer. The input images have
a fixed-size of 224× 224 RGB colour.
GoogLeNet [21]
Google presents a really deep CNN with inception model. It contains 100 layers
with several filters (1× 1, 3× 3 and 5× 5). Google won the 2014 ILSVRC with this
work.
YOLO [22][23]
Figure 2.1: YOLO image division and bounding boxes (Source: [22]).
A new novel approach was presented by J. Redmon which pretended to be cap-
able of running in real-time applications. YOLO divides the image into S × S grid
and each grid cell predicts bounding boxes associated with a confidence score (Fig-
ure 2.1). The confidence score shows how confident the algorithm is about existing
an object in that bounding box.
YOLO is faster than Region-proposal methods because it predicts bounding
boxes and class probabilities in one evaluation at the same time by a single network.
Daniel Oliveira 7
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The paper [23] won the ”CVPR 2017 Best Paper Honorable Mention Awards”.
2.4 On cable robots for power line inspection
Many works had been done in making and developing robots capable of per-
forming power line inspection, most of them in High Voltage power systems. The
firsts robots were used for cable inspection and were very similar among them.
They are devices that hold themselves on the cable and move horizontally along it
([24],[25],[26],[27],[28],[29]). These devices are all equipped with cameras and some
of them with resistor testers to record data to be analysed after the inspection. The
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 shown some examples.
Also, a team of robots was proposed in [30]. They used a three-arms robot for
horizontal line inspection and an UAV for vertical tower line inspection and data
transmission.
(a) CAD design of Robonwire - cable in-
spection robot (Source: [25]).
(b) Cable inspection robot
(Source: [26]).
Figure 2.2: Two examples of robots for line inspection. The robot is held on the cable and
moves along the cable, recording data or send it to a ground station.
Figure 2.3: Insulator inspection robot. This robot has cameras installed for visual inspection
and also perform electrical tests (Source: [29]).
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2.5 Aerial robots for power line inspection
Other methods, faster than cable robots, are using aerial vehicles like a heli-
copter. The inspection requires the robot/vehicle to be stable during the operation,
which obligates a good control of the position and attitude of the robot/vehicle re-
lative to the overhead obstacle. Some works, studied in the laboratory, tested the
visual control of the robot/vehicle [31] where a rotorcraft draws its power from the
power lines and use Hough transform to control the position and attitude relative
to the overhead line.
ANN also has a role in control, as shown in [32], where an ANN was used to
stabilise a radio control helicopter just with the INS. Due to safety issues, to keep
a safe distance to the power lines is needed in order to avoid collisions [33].
Nowadays UAV are very popular and they are starting to be used on inspection
jobs, in a way to replacing the helicopters. Once they have a good degree of liberty it
is possible to get a stable image and observe parts with more detail. It is also possible
to add some sensors like a LIDAR or thermal camera [34] without be necessary an
aircraft manufacturer certificate, rather what happens with helicopters.
Was started the study of using few robots, working in a team, to cover bigger
areas. Some robots do the inspection while others establish the communications
between the inspection robots and the ground station [35]
Figure 2.4: The proposed cooperative UAV systems for power line inspection (Source: [35]).
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3
Deep Learning concepts
In this chapter are presented some basic concepts of ANN. There is many differ-
ent types of ANN (discussed in section 3.1) and it isn’t possible to cover them all.
This work focus on image processing and so this chapter will cover only the CNN
models that, by their nature, are strongly used for image processing.
3.1 What is Deep Learning?
”Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple pro-
cessing layers to learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstractions.
(...)”, Deep Learning, Nature, May 2015 [36]
Deep Learning is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence that uses algorithms in a
way inspired by the brain. Deep Learning is composed by an ANN with several
layers. ANN is a set of layers is are responsible for some function and a layer is a set
of neurons in which each neuron is responsible for a more specific function/detection.
Layers can be grouped into three families: the Input layer, Hidden Layer and
Output Layer. Input and Output Layers are single layers. The first receive the
data (input) and the second delivery the result of the neuronal network (output).
Between this two layers exist one or more Hidden Layer(s) which is responsible
for applying calculus/filters apply (see Figure 3.1). The terms Deep Learning and
Machine Learning are very similar and the difference differs from authors. If there
11
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a simple ANN. The input layer (red) receives the input data
and send to the hidden layers (blue) which at the end send to the output layer (green)
(Source: [37]).
is only one Hidden Layer the ANN is called Machine Learning and if there is more
than one it’s called Deep Learning.
The Hidden Layer never interacts directly with the input or the output data as
that jobs for the Input and Output layers the name implies. These layers can be
”trained” to a purpose for example, if the network was trained for boat detection
on an image, it is able to classify/detect the image as a boat or not.
Why Deep Learning?
Deep Learning has a good performance advantage over traditional Computer
Vision algorithms. With Computer Vision algorithms it’s possible to improve the
performance with a limit while with ANN the performance becomes better as data
is provided as shown by Andrew Ng. at ExtractConf 2015 (Figure 3.2).
Another advantage is is that extraction features are not designed by humans. The
features are selected by the ANN learning process according to the data sourced [36].
Applications
Deep Learning is being used in various fields. Where there is data to organ-
ise/process probably there is a neuronal network behind. Most of the common uses
for deep learning are:
• Image processing - Classify objects, face recognition, medicine diagnosis, etc;
• Speech recognition - Translations, Virtual assistants, etc;
• Data analysis - Marketing services, Whether forecast, etc
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Figure 3.2: Deep Learning performance related with the amount of data. The performance
of Computer Vision methods ends up stabilising rather than Deep Learning (Source: Andrew
Ng. in “What data scientists should know about deep learning” at ExtractConf 2015)
Models of ANN
There is many models of ANN and is important to choose well the better one.
Even with a good dataset (quality and number of samples), if the model isn’t ap-
propriated for the problem, the ANN will never get good results. The Figure 3.3
shows some ANN models.
The CNN model (models with pink circles on Figure 3.3) works well with adjacent
data and this is one reason for why it is commonly used in image processing (work
with adjacent pixels).
3.2 How does it works?
3.2.1 Perceptron
A perceptron is an artificial neuron. This concept was developed in the 1950s
and 1960s as shown in Figure 3.4 show an example. The perceptron takes the input,
x1, x2, x3, multiplies it by the weights w1, w2, w3, and do the sum of all operations.
After, it adds what is called the bias and returns the neuron’s output, which is 1 if
it’s equal or greater than 0 or 0 if it’s lower.
Output =
1 if
∑
iwixi + b ≥ 0
0 if
∑
iwixi + b < 0
Adjusting the values of weights (or bias) we get different outputs. Deep Learning,
during the training, adjusts this values to get a good model fit.
The problem of perceptrons is that small values changes can cause a big change
on the next neurons. To avoid that it is used other types of activation, which
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Figure 3.3: Some models of ANN. In this work it is used the CNN model (pink colour)
(Source: www.asimovinstitute.org/neural-network-zoo)
Figure 3.4: Representation of a perceptron. The xi are the inputs, wi weights and b is the
bias neuron.
allow applying small changes without getting big changes on the next step [38].
This problem is also called ”Vanishing gradient problem”. To do that Sigmoid or
Rectified linear Unit (ReLu) functions are used and for values between 0 and 1 can
be considered instead of a binary output, Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Example of perceptron’s activation methods. On left is the Sigmoid, centre
tanh and on the right ReLU (Source [37]).
3.2.2 Convolution
On CNN the neuron output is the result of the convolution between the image
and the filter to apply. The more similar the image is with the filter, bigger is the
output value of the convolution.
The Figure 3.6 shows an example of a convolution between the image (left) and
the filter (centre). The filter search for diagonal lines, from top left to down right.
As it is shown, the more the filter matches the image the more activated the neuron
is.
Figure 3.6: Example of an convolution between image and filter. This filter looks for
diagonal lines on the image. It’s possible to see where the filter is equal to the image, the
output is high.
After the filter is applied to the image, and the output ”normalise” with ReLu
or Sigmoid functions, what is called Activation Map is obtained. The Activation
Map shows how the neuron was activated by a particular region on the image.
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3.2.3 Type of Training
To train an ANN is necessary to give them a lot of data. This data has to have
labels, a way how what is pretended to know is marked. If the data are images, it is
necessary to indicate where the object is on the image and what object it is (which
class it belongs). This type of learning is called Supervised. It’s a long process
because it’s necessary to label all data. To contour this problem researchers are
developing another kind of network where isn’t necessary to label the data called
Unsupervised. This field is still in development but it is the next step in the
improvement of training ANN.
3.2.4 Back-propagation
In some way, the CNN needs feedback of their predictions to update itself and
fit in the model. This kind of feedback process is called Back-propagation. Back-
propagation can be separated into four distinct sections, the Forward Pass (FWP),
the Loss Function (LF), the Backward Pass (BWP), and the Weight Update (WU).
The sequence is listed below:
1. Forward Pass Pass the data through the network, always to the next layer.
In this step, the CNN do the predictions.
2. Loss Function The Loss Function tell how far the predictions to the label
are.In most of the cases, the Loss Function is calculated with Mean Squared
Error (MSE).
3. Backward Pass Determining which weights contributed most to minimise
the error, meaning how much a neuron needs to be updated with new weight
value. This value is obtained by deriving Loss Function in order to the weight
which needs to be minimised, called Gradient Descent.
4. Weight Update Update the weight value and repeat the process. The new
weight value is calculated this way:
WeightNew = WInitial − η ∂LF
∂Weight
, where η is the learning rate and LF is the loss function.
Learning rate allow the CNN, during the training phase, to learn faster or
slower. If the Learning Rate is too big the training is faster but it can never reach
the minimum error. If the Learning Rate is too small the training will be very slow.
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To reach a balance what is usually done is starting with a big Learning Rate, since,
in the beginning, there is a big error so it is possible to do ”big steps” and during
the training reduce the Learning Rate to reach the minimum error. For each set
of training images, batch, the program will repeat this process for a fixed number
of times, iteration. When all data have passed through the CNN it is called an
epoch. As an example, if the dataset is composed of 1000 images and batch is 500,
in 2 iterations is counted 1 epoch.
3.3 CNN Architectures
CNN are designed to work with data that comes in form of multiple arrays, as is
a colour image (three arrays of 2D). Other data type can be 1D signals or 2D audio
spectrograms. For this reason, they are widely used in processing images [36].
3.3.1 Layers on CNN
CNN can be composed of some types of layer listed bellow [39]:
• Convolutional The layer compute the convolution between the image and
the filter (neuron output) and pass the output to the next layers. After the
convolution an Activation (e.g. ReLu, sigmoid, tanh) is done. The purpose
of activation is to introduce non-linearity. ReLu is faster than other methods
and it also helps to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem, which is the issue
where the lower layers of the network train very slowly because the gradient
decreases exponentially through the layers.
• Pooling This layer is used to reduce the amount of data. It reduces the
computational cost, which makes the CNN faster and helps with overfitting.
The most common option is the max-pooling, which is selected the highest
value.
• Network in Network [40] Is a convolutional layer with a 1× 1 size filter. It
is used to spanning a certain depth 1× 1×N where N is the number of filters
applied in the layer.
• Fully Connected Applied on the end of the network. This layer computes
the class scores and output an N dimensional vector, where N is the number
of classes and correlate to a particular class. Each neuron has full connections
to all activation’s in the previous layer
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4
Implementation
In this chapter it is described the dataset and the YOLO architectures and how
the training and detection tests were performed.
4.1 What is an insulator?
The insulator (Figure 4.1) is a fundamental component of power line distribution.
Its function is to support the cable on poles, isolating the cable from the poles. It
is made of glass, porcelain or composite material and it’s size (number of caps)
is dependent of the voltage where it is installed. When it is in bad condition the
isolation performance decrease or it could even break and fall down, compromising
the electrical distribution.
Figure 4.1: On left an image of a glass insulator. On right an illustration how an insulator
is built.(Source: www.electrical4u.com ).
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4.2 Dataset
For training YOLO it was necessary a big dataset with insulator images. This
dataset contains images with Low/Medium and High Voltage insulators, different
materials (glass and ceramic), different backgrounds (blue sky, kind yellow ground
and green forest and poles/towers), different views (top/bottom and front) and with
insulators in several positions (vertical, horizontal and diagonal). Some images have
more than one insulator and also insulators in a different position on the same
image. The Figure 4.2 shows some dataset images. The light conditions aren’t
always constant and the ANN should be invariant of that. To improve it the images
have different light conditions as Figure 4.3 shows.
(a) Green background and long
insulators.
(b) Top view of white ceramic in-
sulators.
(c) Sky and ground in the back-
ground with small insulators.
(d) Bottom view of glass insulat-
ors.
Figure 4.2: Some images used to train the CNN.
The dataset was initially composed by +3 000 images of insulators. Since the
images are very similar, rotations and crop regions were applied on the images to
obtain more images (Figure 4.4). Images were rotated ±5◦ (simulating the UAV’s
oscillations) and were cropped around the insulators, resulting in more than 90 000
images with different resolutions and orientations, from 600×600px cropped images
up to 3000 × 3000px. This ”technique” was inspired by [41], who did this to raise
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of some dataset images. Some images don’t have the white balance
corrected and others are dark. The graphs show the number of pixels, yy axis, with a certain
intensity, xx axis in the three colour Red, Green and Blue.
the dataset images number to participate on ILSVRC 2010.
4.2.1 Bounding boxes
YOLO is an ANN supervised learning type what means that it is necessary to
indicate where the insulators on all the images are (labels). To do that it was used
a program called YOLO-Mark1 (see Figure 4.5), developed for YOLO. To optimise
the process, first it was ”only” labelled the original +3 000 images and then, using
MatLab it was generated the labels of the rotated and cropped images.
4.3 Hardware
4.3.1 Processing platform
For this work it was used a NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2
Developer Kit) to train the YOLO network and perform detection. Due to its small
size and low power consumption, it’s perfect to be used in robotics and mobile
platforms. On the Table 4.1 are listed some features of this GPU.
1Available here: https://github.com/AlexeyAB/Yolo_mark
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(a) Original image. (b) Original images ro-
tated CCW.
(c) Original images ro-
tated CW.
(d) First insulator crop. (e) Cropped image ro-
tated CCW.
(f) Cropped image ro-
tated CW.
(g) Second insulator
crop.
(h) Cropped image ro-
tated CCW.
(i) Cropped image ro-
tated CW.
Figure 4.4: From the original image 4.4(a) it was possible to generate 8 ”new” images with
different orientations.
Table 4.1: NVIDIA Jetson TX2 specifications
GPU NVIDIA PascalTM, 256 NVIDIA CUDA cores
CPU HMP Dual Denver 2/2MB L2 + Quad ARM A57/2MB L2
Memory 8 Gb
Power 7.5W / 15 W
Size 50 mm x 87 mm
4.3.2 Images capture platform
The UAV used to test the concept is shown in Figure 4.6. It’s a hexacopter
equipped with a Point Grey Chameleon3 plus a Fujinon YV2.8×2.8SA-2 lens (image
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Figure 4.5: Label insulators on the image with YOLO-Mark program. The YOLO-Mark
converts the boxing drawn by the user into the YOLO format.
resolution of 1280 × 960), mounted on a gimbal system actuated by servomotors.
With this setup was possible to test the gimbal system and the YOLO detection.
Figure 4.6: Image capture platform (UAV + camera + gimbal) used during the tests. On
the right is a close up of gimbal system.
4.4 YOLO architecture
YOLO offers two architectures: the YOLOv2 and the Tiny-YOLO. YOLOv2 is a
CNN architecture, based on Darknet-19, composed by 21 convolution layers, 5 max-
pooling layers and 2 fully-connected layers. It uses 3 × 3 and 1 × 1 kernels/filters.
Tiny-YOLO is a ”short version” of YOLOv2, a small architecture that is less precise
but more faster. It has 7 convolution layers, 6 max-pooling layers and 2 fully-
connected layers and uses the same filters of YOLOv2.
The comparison between this two architectures is approached in the section 4.4.1.
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Error calculation
YOLO calculate the error using Jaccard index method also know as Intersection
over Union (IoU), which compares the given label area with what it thinks it is
an object. The model does a ratio between the Overlap area (detection overlapped
on the label) and Union area (detection and label areas).
The Figure 4.7(a) illustrate IoU ratio and Figure 4.7(b) shows a real example of
labels (blue box) overlapped with the YOLO predictions (pink boxes).
(a) IoU illustration (Source: Github -
AlexeyAB/darknet).
(b) Labels vs predictions.
Figure 4.7: IoU illustration and Label (blue) vs Prediction (pink).
Darknet outputs the error at each iteration, as shown in Figure 4.8. This output
shows how the loss is evolving at each iteration and indicates how the YOLO perform
in each sub-batch. The output of these lines can be analysed on file detector.c ln.
136.
The analyse of the last line of the output on Figure 4.8 is on Table 4.2.
Figure 4.8: YOLO output during the training.
The other lines are the result of each sub-division. In this case, the subdivision is
16 which means it will divide the batch into 16 groups and process it, so if batch = 64
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Table 4.2: Darknet output for each iteration
116280 is the iteration number
3.160083 the loss in that iteration
2.096787 the actual average loss
0.0005 the learning rate
33.916916 the iteration time consumption in seconds
7441920 total images seen by the network
and subdivision = 16, the training iteration will have 16 groups of 4 image each
allowing a better performance on systems with low memory. The output description
is on Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Darknet output for each batch
Region Avg IOU: 0.816444 Is the average of the IOU in the current subdi-
vision. The last subdivision has an overlap of
81.64
Class: 1.0000 The relation of classes classified correctly. In
this case it’s only one class.
Obj: 0.657818 In code it is the relation between the average
objects detected and the true positives (count)
No Obj: 0.002966 Relation between all objects detected with the
number of real true positives (count)
Avg Recall: 1.00000 The average recall on subdivision.
count: 4 Is the amount of real true positives on subdivi-
sion.
Re-size images option
YOLO has an option to re-size the images automatically during the training
(independently of the image size) at every 10 iterations. This option is enabled on
CFG file, parameter ”random=1” and allows a better training performance com-
pared although the iteration speed is slightly lower but overall worth it.
The average loss is less linear because the detection is affected by the image size,
as is shown on Figure 4.9 however, the ANN became more invariant to the object
size. The differences are shown on subsection 4.4.1.
Hardware consumption
Darknet framework does a full use of the GPU resources (it uses 99% of GPU
capacity at 1.12 GHz). The RAM memory, 8 Gb total on Jetson TX2, is shared
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Figure 4.9: Re-sizing effect(red line value is 10). For every 10 iterations, the input image
size is changed and the error also changes. Batch=64 Subdivisions=16, random=1.
between the GPU and CPU and the total use is a little more than 5 Gb. The resource
consumption is shown on Figure 4.10.
(a) GPU Load.
(b) GPU Frequencies.
Figure 4.10: GPU usage during the training stage. On top is marked the GPU consumption
and on bottom is the GPU frequency range..
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4.4.1 YOLO vs Tiny YOLO
Because of a matter of time consumption, it was performed 10000 iterations to
see which model should be used. As the objective is to run in a real-time set, the
speed detection is very important and it is the most valuable point.
Comparison graphics
The next figures (Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12) shows the training comparison
result. The tests were performed with two differences: one using or not the Random
option, which changes the image size before feeding the network; second changing
the number of batch size, batch=1 and batch=64 images. The xx axis is the number
of iterations and the yy is the Average Loss (Error) in logarithmic scale.
The random option changes the image size at every 10 iterations allowing a more
size independent training. On Figure 4.11 the training with the random option
enabled (Figure 4.11(a)) has a less stable average loss and the error is a little higher
when compared with its disabled counterpart. However, the the CNN learn with
different images sizes, making it more size tolerant.
(a) Re-size option enable (random=1). (b) Re-size option disable (random=0).
Figure 4.11: Random option influence during the training. The green line marks 3 and
red line mark 10.
Batch size is the number of images that the CNN ”sees” per iteration. The bigger
that number is the more images the CNN uses to adjust the weights. The Figure 4.12
compares one training with batch=64 (Figure 4.12(a)) vs batch=1 (Figure 4.12(b)).
The conclusions are immediate with an average loss decreasing much faster with a
bigger batch size.
Training time
Training a network is a very time consumption task. It was measured the
total time with the two architectures, including with changes in batch size and
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(a) Batch size of 64.
(b) Batch size of 1.
Figure 4.12: The batch size influence during the training. The green line marks 3 and red
line mark 10.
with/without the resize option. The results are shown on Table 4.4.
The hardware used for this test was Jetson TX2 for the most cases. To under-
stand the Jetson TX2 performance was also tested with Nvidia Tesla K80, Quadro
K2000 and with Intel Xeon E5-1650 v2.
The performance of Jetson TX2 is very similar to the Quadro K2000 as expected
because they have piratically the same CUDA Cores. However, when Jetson TX2 is
compared with Tesla K80 the scenario is totally different. Tesla K80 is 3× faster
than Jetson TX2. The use of GPU is very important to accelerate the training
time. The prove of that is using only the CPU, an Intel Xeon E5-1650 v2 the time
per iteration is more than 500 seconds, while with GPU is about 20 seconds or 8
seconds with Tesla K80.
Note: The case of using only CPU wasn’t executed all the 10000 iterations.
Note 2: Nvidia Tesla K80 has 4992 CUDA Cores and 24 Gb of memory however,
in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) it only provides half the graphical resources,
2496 CUDA cores and 12 Gb memory.
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Batch = 1
Subdivisions = 1
Batch = 64
Subdivisions = 16
Random = 1
12 758 s (3.54 hours)
Average: 1.27 s/iteration
517 470 s (143 hours)
Average: 51.75 s/iteration‡ YOLO 2.0
Random = 0
11 933 s (3.31 hours)
Average: 1.19 s/iteration
417 653 s (116 hours)
Average: 41.76 s/iteration
Random = 1
2 970 s (0.82 hours)
Average: 0.29 s/iteration
229 272 s (63.68 hours)
Average: 22.92 s/iteration?†∗ Tiny YOLO
Random = 0
2 738 s (0.76 hours)
Average: 0.27 s/iteration
200 242 s (55.62 hours)
Average: 20.02 s/iteration
‡ On Nvidia Tesla K80, 2496 CUDA Cores (px2.xlarge AWS), the average is 16.63 s/iteration.
? On Nvidia Quadro K2000, 384 CUDA Cores, the average is 22.34 s/iteration.
† On Intel Xeon E5-1650 v2, @6× 3.50GHz, the average is > 500 s/iteration.
∗ On Nvidia Tesla K80, 2496 CUDA Cores (px2.xlarge AWS), the average is 7.80 s/iteration.
Table 4.4: YOLO and Tiny YOLO time comparison. Time consumption to perform 10 000
iterations.
4.5 System architecture
The system is composed of two main parts (Figure 4.13): the UAV part (orange
boxes), has the camera which captures the images sending them to YOLO and is
responsible to receive the new coordinates for the gimbal and to point the camera to
the right position; second the Jetson TX2 part (blue boxes) is the brain of the sys-
tems, running YOLO which detects and classify the insulators and perform calculus
to correct the gimbal with the gimbal control software.
The second part uses the ROS framework, explained in section 4.6, but it also
works without ROS however, isn’t possible to control the gimbal.
Figure 4.13: System architecture overview - Processing pipeline
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4.6 ROS architecture
ROS is a very popular framework in robotics field and in this work, it’s used
to connect the YOLO with the gimbal control software. To integrate YOLO on
ROS it was used a Darknet ROS package2. Figure 4.14 represents how package
Darknet ROS works.
First of all, the image captured is published, in this case on topic /camera/image raw.
Then the node darknet ros subscribes the image’s topic and run the YOLO on
the image. The output are the number of objects detected, published on topic
/darknet ros/found object, and the bounding boxes of the objects detected, pub-
lished on topic /darknet ros/bounding boxes, in pixels coordinates.
Next the node /gimbal control calculates the error between the image centre and
the insulator centre (bounding box centre) and send the new servo position values
to the node /mavros/vision pose/pose which will actuate the servo. These last two
steps are discussed more in detail on the next section 4.7.
Figure 4.14: ROS architecture.
4.7 Gimbal Control
In order to get an image centred on the insulator it is necessary to adjust the
camera position/orientation. The gimbal system allows this adjustment. To do that
it is published the values, in angles, on topic /mavros/vision pose/pose, and the
system will adjusts the servos position to point the camera.
These values are in function of the distance of image’s centre and the insulator
centre bounding box, measured in pixels. To minimise this distance, since the goal
is to have the insulator on the centre of the image, is applied an P controller on this
error.
The calculus is done on node /gimbal control (red box on Figure 4.15) and pub-
lished on an mavros topic /mavros/vision pose/pose. Mavros3 is a ROS package
used to convert the MAVLink protocol to ROS framework.
2Darknet Ros package developed by Marko Bjelonic, Robotic Systems Lab, ETH Zurich, https:
//github.com/leggedrobotics/darknet_ros
3More information about mavros http://wiki.ros.org/mavros
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Figure 4.15: ROS package /gimbal control to control the gimbal position. It subscribes
two topics from /darknet ros and publish on topic /mavros/vision pose pose
However, case the YOLO doesn’t detect any insulator on the image, the gimbal
system will go to the horizontal position one degree a time. Case it detect an insu-
lator during this phase, it will centre the image on it. State transition is illustrated
on Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: Gimbal Control - State machine. The systems start with gimbal in horizontal
position. If an insulator is detected, it will centre the image on it, else it will go to the
horizontal position.
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Results
In this chapter it is reported the experiments done in a controlled environment.
It shows the comparison between YOLO and Tiny-YOLO performance the results.
5.1 Error analysis
A way to evaluate the training quality is representing a Precision-Recall graph
which is calculated as shown on Figure 5.1. The the Recall is the ratio of True
Positives and True Positives plus False Negatives, which means True Positives
with everything matters (in this case is insulators). Precision is the ratio between
True Positives and True Positives plus False Positive, which is the True Pos-
itives with everything CNN thinks is a true object. The Precision-Recall graph is
shownn on Figure 5.2(a) where Tiny-YOLO and YOLO are compared. As a com-
plement of this graph it is illustrated the Recall and Precision of each architecture
in Figure 5.2(b).
The validation test was made with 120 images which the CNN have never seen.
The graphs show a deficient training as can be seen by very low precision with high
recall levels (e.g. 1% precision at 80% recall).
On the Figure 5.2(b) it is demonstrated that if a precision about 70% is pretended
the threshold has to be 20%. The threshold is applied on the boxes proposed by the
YOLO.
The training phase is the most important and also the most time consuming cost
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Figure 5.1: Relation of Recall and Precision (adapted from [42])
(a) Precision-Recall curve
(b) Precision (solid line) and Recall (dash line) curves
Figure 5.2: YOLO and Tiny-YOLO error analysis. Figure 5.2(a) is the Precision-Recall
curve and the Figure 5.2(b) is the Precision and Recall in function of the proposal threshold.
of the use of an ANN. The training session with Tiny-YOLO (batch=64 images and
re-size images option active) took approximately 20 days on Jetson TX2. After
more than 72 000 iterations, the value of average loss (error) is about 2.0 with a
learning rate of 0.01. The average loss should be as close to zero as possible.
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However, it wasn’t possible to achieve a lower value, even changing the learning rate
to lower values.
The variation of the average loss at each iteration is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: AVG Loss variation of Tiny YOLO along the training. After more than 72 200
iterations, approximately 471 hours (almost 20 days), the average loss it’s about 2.0 (green
line) and the red line marks 10.0.
5.2 YOLO kernels
As explained in Chapter 3, the first layer detects low-level features. The Fig-
ure 5.4 is the Tiny-YOLO 3×3×16 kernels (filters) applied on the first convolution
layer at different training stage. In the case of YOLO (Figure 5.5) the kernels on
first convolution layer are 3× 3× 32.
Both Figures show that the kernel slightly changes during the training phase
according to the dataset.
(a) Initial kernel’s Tiny YOLO. The kernels was trained on VOC dataset.
(b) Kernel’s Tiny YOLO after 72 000 iterations.
Figure 5.4: Tiny-YOLO kernel’s evolution. Before, Figure 5.4(a), and after, Figure 5.4(b),
the training. Is possible to see a slight difference on the most left kernels.
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(a) Initial Kernels of YOLO.
(b) Kernel’s YOLO after 10 000 iterations.
Figure 5.5: YOLO’s kernels on the first convolution layer. In this case, the kernels didn’t
change during the training.
5.3 Insulator detection speed
As this work pretends to be a real-time solution, the YOLO and Tiny-YOLO
performance was tested in two ways: one the performance on a video file; second
using ROS with a rosbag and a camera.
5.3.1 Running from video file
The video with a resolution of 1280 × 720 px was filmed on the ground. The
Figure 5.6 shows some frames with insulator detection running between 10 and 12
frames per second (FPS). The GPU usage varies during the detection but wasn’t as
intense as in the training (the GR3D parameter on the bottom of Figure 5.7). As
the background is mostly sky the detection was performed quite well.
5.3.2 Running on ROS
The system was also tested in ROS environment in two ways: one with a rosbag
recorded with a UAV, stored on an HDD connected via USB; second subscribing an
image topic from a USB camera pointing to printed images of insulators.
Images from a Rosbag
The Figure 5.8 shows the detection running from the rosbag. On the left is the
image with the bounding boxes marking the insulators detected; on the top right is
the output of darknet ros package with frame rate (in this case 0.8 FPS), number
of objects detected and probabilities of detection; on the bottom right is the usage
of CPU and GPU during the detection. As it happen with video file method, the
GPU wasn’t as much used as in the training mode.
The speed processing/detection was very slow (running at less than 1 FPS)
regardless of whether it was with YOLO or Tiny-YOLO architecture.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.6: The Tiny-Yolo detection with a video file (1280× 720px) runs between 10 and
12 FPS on Jetson TX2. The images on video were not viewed by CNN during the training.
(a) 9.5 FPS; Probability: 34%− 71% (b) 11.5 FPS; Probability: 34%− 82%
Figure 5.7: Probabilities of detection and GPU usage from video file detection.
Images from a camera
When getting images from the camera, via USB, the average was 3 FPS (with
Tiny-YOLO, 2 FPS with YOLO) which was faster than the rosbag method despite
/camera/image raw is publishing at 7 FPS.
To avoid false positives, the bounding boxes threshold was adjusted to 55% (left
image on Figure 5.9). The centre and right images were taken with a threshold of
15% and it was possible to detect all the insulators on the image.
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Figure 5.8: ROS detection from a rosbag. On top is the image with the bounding boxes, in
the middle is probability detection of each bounding boxes and on the bottom is the resources
usage (Memory, CPU and GPU).
Figure 5.9: Tiny-YOLO running on ROS with the image coming from a camera. The
insulators are in different positions/orientation to test the invariant of it.
5.3.3 False positives
As is possible to see on Precision-Recall graphs in Figure 5.2, the YOLO/Tiny-
YOLO performance is poor, with a lot space for False Positives. On Figure 5.10
is show some cases when the detection fails, with figures where there are some
insulators and other figures where there aren’t insulators at all.
The tests did indicate that most of the false positives occur when there are blue
spaces (sky) between the green vegetation. A way to avoid this situation is to use
a higher threshold on bounding boxes because the majority of false positives has
probability values around 40%.
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5.4. GIMBAL CONTROL
Figure 5.10: Some false positives detected by YOLO and Tiny-YOLO.
5.4 Gimbal control
5.4.1 Insulator tracking
The system only tracks the insulator with the highest probability, independently
of how many insulators are detected. The Figure 5.11 shows the sequence of tracking
the most right side insulator because it’s the insulator with the higher probability
(77% vs 69%).
The tests demonstrated that the system is capable of tracking the insulator
correctly with low frame rate. If the frame rate is increased probably it will be
necessary to adjust the controller parameter.
Figure 5.11: ROS package /gimbal control tracking the insulator with the higher probability
(77% vs 69%). The UAV is static just the insulator print is moving.
5.4.2 Insulator not found
In case the YOLO doesn’t detect any insulator, the /gimba control send orders
for gimbal to go to the horizontal position (Figure 5.12). If meanwhile the YOLO
detects some insulator, it will centre the image on the insulator.
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Figure 5.12: The gimbal is moving to the horizontal position. In this case, after the gimbal
is in the horizontal position, YOLO detected an insulator. The next step will be to centre
the image on it.
5.4.3 Tracking issues
During the tests some failures occured, mostly because of the false positive de-
tection. Some single frame false positives have higher probabilities than the printed
insulators, so the gimbal will centre the image on that false positive, ignoring the
real insulators.
Another issue occured when the threshold is low, it detects a lot of false positives
or insulators with very similar probabilities. This can cause the tracking system to
fail or not perform so well because the insulator reference is always changing.
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6
Conclusions and Future Work
The work developed had as mission developing a system capable of helping the
insulator inspection making it more efficient, faster and safer than traditional meth-
ods.
The proposed system is capable of detecting insulators either during the in-
spection by capturing images from a camera or after the inspection with the video
recorded (in post-processing).
The YOLO training process is efficient. With good GPU hardware is possible to
train it in about a week. The YOLOv2 shows a better performance over Tiny-YOLO
but it is slightly slower.
Insulators are centred in image by controlling the gimbal and this way the UAV
isn’t obligated to be right in front of the insulator as it may be slightly next to them
(according to the gimbal limits). If the UAV is moving the gimbal will follow the
insulator until it finds an object with higher probability of being an insulator.
However, detection has low precision and detect many false positives, falling short
of the expected results. For the same threshold, YOLOv2 has less false positives
than Tiny-YOLO. Since early, it was clear the importance of having a good dataset
for training the CNN.
One of the problems was the similarity between images, having few variations
of positions, distance, solar reflection etc. Other problem was the white balance
of the images which in some of them weren’t adjusted so that there were many
images with high gains in green colour and others were too dark. As a consequence,
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CNN considered the green background (like trees or leaves) as an insulator. During
the marking of bounding boxes it was only considered insulators with two or more
caps visible. Maybe the dataset shouldn’t contains images with partial insulators or
partially overlapped insulators to not be ambiguous to YOLO. In the continuation
line of this work, it is extremely important to get a good dataset in way to validate
the influences of such images. It can pass by review of the actual dataset and/or
uses different images.
Once there are some different insulators types, it could be interesting during the
detection to differentiate the insulators by the material type or size. This feature
can provide feedback for statistical analyses of the quality type, adjust automatically
camera parameters or adjust the UAV behaviour.
The next steps could be planning the UAV’s trajectories around the insulators,
in such a way it can automatically record images of insulators and provide a better
and detailed image. This trajectories can be pre-planned with waypoints or develop
an algorithm to keep the distance and looking for possible collisions.
Detect faulty insulator is a good and important feature for the system. However,
it can be difficult to achieve if the cracks/defects are small and impossible to see
from an UAV. Other point is how to train an CNN, or other model, to detect
defective/break insulators. Probably it is necessary help of some electrical field
companies to get images for the training.
Other field where this can be applied is in the railroad power line inspection,
since the insulators are very similar to the electrical power line distribution and
maybe the training would be faster.
In brevi, YOLO and Jetson TX2 seems to be a good choice for this application
but it is necessary to work on the training phase. Personally, this work gave me the
opportunity to learn about deep learning and all the difficulties to train an ANN
with a non-ideal dataset. I hope the work continues and more features are added to
develop a possible commercial product. Would this system, in the future, stop the
crashes and people injuries?
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